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KEY TAKE-AWAYS
• You can’t sell ideas

–you can have a

great idea, but if you don’t take action
to test, develop, and refine that idea, it
won’t ever become a viable product.

• Think effectually

– Studies of the most

consistently successful innovators show
that effectual thinking works. You, too,
can use this mindset.

• Action always beats inaction

–

Action doesn’t always lead to successful
innovation, but it does always lead to
learning. Inaction leads nowhere. Don’t
let the fear of failure stop you from
acting.
•

Start with what you have

– don’t look

at a JTBD and think about what you
need to buy to create a solution. Think
about what you already have, what and
who you know, and how you can
combine these to create a solution to a
JTBD.
•

Build a workshop, not a laboratory

idea building isn’t about making huge
creative leaps; it’s about testing,
developing, refining, and combining
what you already have, step-by-step.

–
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Some people are consistently better at
building ideas and businesses. What is
different about them?

We Need to Make Dinner with What!
Mike looked into his bag a second time, and things didn’t look any better. Sue
did the same hoping that a second look would somehow change what she saw
in her bag.

This chapter was co-written with
Lucas Sauberschwarz and Lysander Weiss.
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I had just split my MBA course into groups, each tasked with making a part of
our upcoming meal. For example, group 1 had a bag with figs, onions, carrots,
eggs, olives, and veal. Their job was to make the main dish. Group 2’s bag had
anchovies, butter, lemons, sour cream, and port wine. Their job was to make
the appetizer.
They had two hours to prepare and serve the meal and meet the challenge
to impress the Dean and his wife with their culinary skills. But the rules were
simple – they needed to cook with what they had. If the other groups were
willing, they could trade ingredients. But looking up recipe ideas on the internet – that would be cheating!
I assured them that previous groups had succeeded, and they would learn a
lot from this experience. Earlier in the day, I had been teaching the theory of
effectuation, talking about concepts like “a bird in the hand” (start with what
you have), crazy quilts (forming partnerships), and the lemonade principle
(leveraging surprise). For the students, all these ideas made perfect sense when
we talked about the lives of entrepreneurs.
But now it was time to put these ideas into action, and the “proof would be
in the pudding”. Earlier that day, they would have never imagined the hodgepodge collection of ingredients they’d be handed with the expectation of preparing a meal!
Being a competitive group, they accepted the challenge. They started by randomly combining weird ingredients and forming groups to run experiments.
They talked about meals they had eaten in the past and looked for inspirations
in their collective experiences. (This process is technically called leveraging
means.)
The first combinations weren’t great, and some were even worse than you
could imagine, bordering on being disgusting. Then they started classifying
ingredients that might work together and started trading between the groups.
Group 1 traded eggs and lemon for port, butter, and some sour cream, to create
a dish of gently sauteed veal garnished with caramelized onions and figs,
topped off with sour cream. Group 2 cooked the eggs and served the anchovies with chopped eggs topped with lemon. They couldn’t figure out what to
do with the olives, so they used them to garnish the plate.
The result was better than anyone imagined and was probably better than if
they had been given a credit card and gone shopping. Both groups learned the
real power of working with what you have, trying what you can, and taking
action again and again.
One of the key messages I had continuously shared throughout the course
was that chance favors those that make the best use of what they have. Even
if you’re handed lemons, great innovators find ways to make lemonade (or
combine lemon with chopped eggs and anchovies to make a great appetizer).
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Successful Idea Builders Are Different…
“The critical ingredient is getting off
your butt and doing something.
It’s as simple as that. A lot of people
have ideas, but there are few who
decide to do something about them
now. Not tomorrow. Not next week.
But today. The true entrepreneur
is a doer, not a dreamer.”
NOLAN BUSHNELL, FOUNDER OF ATARI INC.

During my MBA course, making dinner made me think about how we a pproach
innovation and what kind of mindset is needed to produce the most effective
approach. In simple terms, there are two options; you can plan, or you can take
action. Planning may be of limited value in an uncertain and rapidly-changing
world, but as we were forced to do in preparing our meal, moving directly to
action brought about fast, innovative and memorable results.
I found that I wasn’t the only person interested in this. Cognitive scientist
Professor Saras D. Sarasvathy of the University of Virginia Darden School of
Business spent over fifteen years working with a team of researchers to identify common factors in the mindset of the most successful “serial” innovators.
Anyone can get lucky once, but if someone succeeds at innovation over and
over again, that suggests that they are using a different and more effective
approach. What she found was that four separate but linked elements were
common to the mindset of all these consistent innovation winners:
First, they were willing to take action. Many people have ideas. Fewer
are prepared to take the necessary action to test and refine those ideas.
After all, no-one wants to fail, and the most reliable way to avoid failure
is not to do anything. It takes boldness and vision to take the action
required to turn an idea into something concrete. That’s the most significant difference between successful innovators and the rest. Some ideas
will become successful new products, and some won’t. The only way to
find out is to work at developing and testing the idea. Unless you act,
your great idea will remain no more than a great idea...
Second, they started with what they already had. The conventional
approach to developing a new product is to identify a Job-To-Be-Done
and gather the resources needed to create a product that fulfills that
JTBD. What Professor Sarasvathy discovered is that’s not how the most
successful serial innovators work. Instead, they begin with a hunch about
a potential new product or service. They then look at what they already
have available in terms of resources, experience, and potential partners,
and then work towards building a solution based on this.
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Third, they reduced both risk and fear. Successful innovators reduce
fear by looking at the worst that could happen (see the Face Your Fears
chapter) and deciding in advance how much they could afford to lose if
the idea did not succeed. Having a clear understanding of the downside
also allows them to mitigate potential risks, and bringing in partners to
spread that risk.
Fourth, they were flexible in how they worked towards their goal.
The solution they develop may not meet the JTBD in the way originally envisaged. Sometimes it may end up meeting an entirely different
JTBD. Recognizing this and being prepared to change direction or pivot
completely is a crucial element of the winning innovation mindset.
Professor Sarasvathy called the mindset that comes from these four elements
“effectuation”. Effectuation isn’t a set of rules for innovation or guidelines for
starting a new business. It’s a different way of thinking and, in particular, a different way of approaching innovation. The good news is, anyone can develop
this winning mindset.

Action Beats Uncertainty.
“Thinking (differently or otherwise) is
great, but absolutely nothing changes
unless you act. Painters can think
all they want about painting, but
until they pick up a brush, there is no
picture. And if you are in business,
you can think all you want about
a new product or service, but until
you act on the idea, there is nothing
tangible to show for all that thought.”
LEONARD SCHLESINGER, JUST START

A willingness to take action lies at the heart of effectuation. It’s about using
what you have available right now to start making progress towards your goal
rather than delaying action until you have the perfect set of ingredients. Using
effectual thinking may not lead to precisely the solution you had imagined.
Still, it will lead to action, and taking action is a critical and fundamental part of
effective idea building.
The world is changing rapidly, and any attempt to predict the future is risky.
That’s one of the problems with causal thinking; the approach taught in most
business schools and most entrepreneurship courses. Causal thinking is based
on a supposition that we can accurately predict the future and map out a
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 etailed strategy, a clearly defined objective, and a set of pre-set milestones.
d
But who really knows what the world will look like in six months or a year?
Using effectual action, action based on effectual thinking means that, instead
of struggling to understand what the future may look like, you instead take
action that will help to define that future.
More importantly, you don’t learn from just thinking; you learn from doing.
Learning is one of the fundamental keys to innovation, and effective innovation
comes from learning faster than your competitors. The faster you act, the faster
you learn. Effectuation provides a framework for capturing learning, reducing
risk, and ensuring that action is effective.

“Action Trumps Everything.”
LEONARD SCHLESINGER, JUST START

Applying an effectual approach makes action not just more likely but inevitable. If you adopt the effectual mindset, you won’t be wondering when or if you
should start acting; all you need to consider is what to do next.
Effectual action is based on five principles.

Five Principles for Effectual Action.
1. Start with what you have. This is fundamental to effectual thinking. Don’t
plan where you want to be, and then start gathering all the resources you need
to get there. That’s causal thinking. Stand that on its head and use effectual
thinking; look at what you already have and consider what you can make out of
that. Stop looking for Big Ideas that will change everything and focus on things
you can start working on now with what you already have.
Start within your opportunity space, the area in which available knowledge and
experience give you the most insight and the market and sector you know best.
Look for “opportunity bubbles”, emerging trends or markets that offer commercial possibilities within that space. Consider how you can create new associations by combining and recombining existing resources to take advantage of
those opportunities.
Limiting yourself to working within this space creates constraints, but a great deal
of research suggests that this is an excellent way to improve creativity. A study
carried out in 2015 by Ravi Mehta at the University of Illinois and Meng Zhu at
Johns Hopkins University, Creating When You Have Less: The Impact of Resource
Scarcity on Product Use Creativity, found that the type of constraint introduced
by working with limited resources actually produces more effective innovation.
When people work on innovation with limited assets, they are forced to consider creating new associations from existing resources. They do this because
there is no alternative; they must find new ways to use what’s already there,
and this demands a mental dexterity that would otherwise remain untapped.
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Far from reducing creativity, working within your opportunity space produces
more effective innovation.
For example, in 2007, two young men from New York were having problems
finding money to pay the rent on their shared apartment in San Francisco.
Neither had a job, and the rent had just increased by 25%. They read a newspaper article about the forthcoming IDSA Industrial Design conference. The
conference was so popular that most of the city’s hotels were fully booked, and
the few remaining rooms were being offered at exorbitant prices.
The only resources the two men had available was space on their apartment floor
and a couple of inflatable mattresses. Like most successful innovators, they started with this, a potential opportunity and a “what if?” question; what if they were
to offer people who wanted to attend the conference the chance to sleep on an
air mattress on the floor at low cost? They set up a website, Air Mattress Bed, and
Breakfast, and attracted three guests during the conference. That allowed them
to pay the rent, but they also wondered if the idea had any long-term potential?
Brian Chesky and Joe Gebbia are now multi-millionaires, and Airbnb is the
largest property sharing site in the world with a net worth of over $25 billion.
Starting with only what you already have and using that to take advantage of
an opportunity can lead to some very successful idea building!
2. Trust your hunches. We have all had hunches and intuitive ideas that don’t
necessarily seem backed up by empirical evidence. It can be tempting to ignore
these hunches because we can’t readily explain them, but hunches can actually
lead to very productive innovation. The most successful innovators frequently
begin with a hunch about a new product. Then they ask people if they’d be
willing to pay for it? If the answer is “yes”, they often don’t even bother with any
detailed research; they go straight to testing whether that hunch could lead to
a viable product.
The interesting thing about hunches is that research confirms they are often
based on empirical data, but this is processed subconsciously. In Blink: The
Power of Thinking Without Thinking by Malcolm Gladwell, the author describes
the work of a psychologist, John Gottman, who provided counseling to couples
and had an almost uncanny ability to predict whether a relationship would last
after nothing more than a short and seemingly unrelated general conversation
of less than 10 minutes.
Gottman’s predictions were hunches, but they were so consistently correct that
they clearly weren’t just guesses. Extensive research showed that, due to his
experience of talking with couples, Gottman had such a deep, instinctive understanding of body language and facial cues that he understood the underlying
dynamics of a relationship just by chatting with a couple for less than fifteen
minutes. Even Gottman himself wasn’t aware of precisely how this worked, but
he learned to trust his hunches.
Hunches happen when your subconscious processes empirical data, and an
idea pops into your mind, seemingly from nowhere. In truth, this often comes
from the unconscious application of your experience and knowledge to the
available data.
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Hunches are valuable because they originate in your opportunity space and
come directly from what you know best. Of course, hunches must be subject
to the same development and testing as any other idea to ensure that they
meet a real JTBD and that they have the potential to lead to a viable product.
But you ignore hunches at your peril. Hunches allow you to act quickly, without
waiting for the outcome of lengthy data analysis, and speed is always something to value in innovation.
3. Manage risk. Decide in advance how much you can afford to lose on pursuing a new idea (not how much you hope to make). Set this as the limit for
expenditure to get you to the point where you decide to kill the idea or go
forward with it. Knowing and understanding this reduces fear and uncertainty
(see Protecting the Downside in the Face Your Fears chapter), which in turn,
increases your willingness and ability to act.
It also makes sense not to try to follow many different ideas at the same time.
Instead, focus on those that have the potential to lead to exceptional products or services and choose one to take forward. Conduct small-scale, focused
experiments to determine if the idea really has potential. Continue only to the
point where you can assess whether or not it has the capability to become a
viable business model. When you get there, continue the project to completion
or kill it and learn from its failure.
4. Act to learn. Not all innovation is going to be successful. However, learning
comes both from wins and failures, and one of the keys to successful innovation is learning faster than your competitors. Inaction leads no-where. Action
always leads to learning. If you act and are open to learning, you can be wrong,
successfully, and turn challenges into opportunities.
Learning also promotes the ability to change direction productively. Sometimes, you don’t need to start again; you just need to consider your idea in a
different context. What might seem initially to be a failure may turn out to be a
success if you look at it in another way.
During World War Two, engineer James Wright worked in the General Electric
laboratory in New Haven, Connecticut, on a project for the US War Production
Board intended to find an alternative to rubber. He added boric acid to silicone
oil and created a more flexible and even bouncier substance than real rubber.
The problem was that rival projects had already produced cheaper synthetic
rubbers that more closely matched natural rubber properties.
GE attempted to market the new substance with the name “nutty putty” but
found little interest. It seemed that James Wright’s innovation was a failure
until 1949 when an unemployed advertising executive, Peter Hodgson, saw
nutty putty at a party. He bought GE’s rights and marketed the new substance
not as an alternative to rubber but as a children’s toy that he re-named “Silly
Putty®”. The new toy became an instant bestseller and one of the most recognized brand-names in America and beyond.
The most successful innovators take action, and they learn from that action.
There is no learning without action, and action without learning is worthless.
Even if an idea doesn’t lead to a viable new product, the learning from the expe136

rience of refining and testing can be extremely valuable, and it can even reveal
new and different ways of selling that idea.
5. Get help. The best innovators look carefully at what is available to them,
especially in current and potential stakeholders’ knowledge and experience.
Having the right team allows the effective testing and confirmation of hunches
and gives access to additional resources. Successful innovators don’t start with
research and data; they start with a hunch and a team.
Bringing additional stakeholders, partners, and collaborators into the team
increases the opportunity space and spreads risk. Obsessing about competition
leads to the wrong focus; studies show that up to 80% of successful innovators
don’t even consider the competition until confident that their hunch could lead
to a viable product.
Even the best idea will go through changes, updates, and improvements before
it finally turns into a viable product. What you end up with may look nothing
like the original idea, so beginning by looking at what the competition is doing may be a waste of time and effort. Instead, focus on collaboration; the
more people involved and the more varied their knowledge and experience, the
faster and more complete the development and testing process will be, and the
more you will learn.

Geniuses vs. Idea Builders.
“I have not failed. I’ve just found
10,000 ways that won’t work.”
THOMAS EDISON

The word “genius” is probably overused today, but throughout history, there
have been a small number of people who are not only wildly creative; they
seem to be able to do this effortlessly. The composer Wolfgang Amadeus
Mozart is a good example. He arrived in Vienna to perform one of his symphonies, and he discovered to his horror that many people had already heard it. So,
Mozart wrote an entirely new symphony in three days. The English poet Percy
Bysshe Shelley wrote one of his most famous poems, Ozymandias, in less than
fifteen minutes on the back of an old shopping list.
People like this work to a different set of rules and at a different tempo to most
of the population. Real geniuses have less need to act and learn because they
can figure everything out inside their heads; Einstein didn’t need to travel into
space to build his ideas. He created a working model of the universe inside his
mind.
Unfortunately, the notion of that kind of genius has pervaded the idea of
innovation. We associate the development of new ideas with creative genius.
The problem is that this is very, very rare. Frankly, if you are a creative genius
on Mozart or Shelley or Einstein’s level, there is little point in reading any more
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of this chapter. Seriously, there probably isn’t anything helpful I can tell you, so
you might as well leave now and spend your time creating something new and
wonderful.
Bye!
OK, now that all the geniuses have left the room, we can talk about idea building, which is how the ordinary folk approach creativity. To do that, we need
to take action because action leads to learning. And don’t worry, not being
a genius doesn’t mean you can’t be a great innovator. For example, Thomas
Edison isn’t generally regarded as a genius in the same way that some people
are, but he was one of the most prolific inventors of all time. An important
clue to Edison’s mindset was that when he built a research and development
facility at Menlo Park in New Jersey, he referred to it, not as a laboratory but a
workshop.
Laboratories are places where geniuses work. Workshops are places where
ordinary folk begin with hunches, take action by tinkering, refining, testing, and
improving until they finally grind out something worthwhile. Many of the ideas
developed at Menlo Park failed to produce useful products. Edison didn’t mind,
just as long as he learned something from each failure.
If you want to succeed at innovation, employ a genius of Mozart or Shelley’s
stature. If you can’t find one of those (and I’m afraid they are surpassingly
rare), build a workshop, not a laboratory. For most of us, ideas don’t arrive
fully-formed and ready to sell; they are built incrementally as part of an iterative
and repeatable idea building process through action.

Conclusion.
“Action is the foundational key
to all success.”
PABLO PICASSO

We have probably all heard someone say, “I have a great idea for a book”. Here’s
the thing; if they don’t sit down and pound out that book, word by painful
word, it will remain nothing more than an idea, and no-one will ever read it. The
process of actually writing a book is time-consuming, requires plenty of hard
work, and the book you write is never, ever the same as the book you imagined
because the act of writing always changes and refines your ideas.
Innovation is precisely the same. You can have the best idea ever, but if you
want to turn that into a product, you can’t just think about it; you must act. If
you are going to get there before your competitors, you need to act quickly.
Channel and control that action by using effectual thinking. Start inside your
opportunity space, with what you already know and have, and build from there.
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Investigate your hunches step-by-step. Create new associations from existing
products or services and minimize the risk by bringing in partners and deciding
in advance how much you can afford to lose. Be prepared to change direction if
needed. Don’t try to investigate too many things at once; be focused and learn
from failure and success.
The real secret is to emulate the most successful serial innovators by creating
a mindset where action is not just desirable; it’s inevitable, and the only logical
thing you can do. Action does not always guarantee success; even if you take
action, you may still fail. But if you don’t act on your ideas, you can be 100%
certain that you will never succeed.
Now, what are you going to do?

Key Take-Aways
• You can’t sell ideas – you can have a great idea, but if
you don’t take action to test, develop, and refine that
idea, it won’t ever become a viable product.
• Think effectually – Studies of the most consistently successful innovators
show that effectual thinking works. You, too, can use this mindset.
• Action always beats inaction – Action doesn’t always lead to successful
innovation, but it does always lead to learning. Inaction leads nowhere.
Don’t let the fear of failure stop you from acting.
• Start with what you have – don’t look at a JTBD and think about what
you need to buy to create a solution. Think about what you already have,
what and who you know, and how you can combine these to create a
solution to a JTBD.
• Build a workshop, not a laboratory – idea building isn’t about making
huge creative leaps; it’s about testing, developing, refining, and combining
what you already have, step-by-step.
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Next Steps: Action, action, action is the simplest way to get
the idea building process started. Use the following 2 canvases to
identify actions you could take today with what you have today.
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Chapter 12A
Starting with What You Have: Effectuation and
the Power of Action

60

Minutes

Deliverables

Objectives

How to

Answers to 3 key questions that
will help ensure you can develop
an action-focused approach to
solving your problems.

To identify what is blocking your
progress and solve some of these issues
by using what you have, whom you know
, and taking focused action.

Review the questions one by one.

"

The Full Build Canvas
This Chapter
Add text

Add text

Build Canvas 1: Getting Started
Step 1. Familiarize yourself with the objectives and challenge
Do you have a problem to solve?

What do we know ?

You are aware that a
problem might exist
No

How have others solved similar
challenges ?

No

Terminate the problem
solving process

How will we know that we have
succeeded ?

No

No

Does a problem gap
exist?

Is the gap measurable?

Do you need to solve the
problem?

Is problem within your

Add text

Created for:

Questions
What is your problem ?

Yes

Yes

Created by:

Date:

Build Canvas 2: Gathering And Building Ideas Created for:

Step 2. Rethink your problem

Step 5. Stimulus Mining

Rewrite the problem in 3 different ways
Start
1

Progress measured by?

What is the gap?

How would progress be
measured?

Yes

Why does the problem
need to solved?

Yes

Can you do something
about the problem?

What might happen if the
gap does not go away?
What missing element might
be causing the gap?
How might we dissolve the
gap? How might we break
the gap into smaller
challenges?
Choose the best problem

11

12

Progress measured by?
What is the gap ?

customers. Their wishes, dream, desires. How
are they doing things now

Progress measured by?
Suggested Criteria: Clarity, Progress measurable, promotes new thinking
What is the gap ?

Add text

New Progress measured by?

You got a problem

Step 3. What do you have?

Step 4. Using what you have to take action

What are the barriers to progress?

List assets (skills, people and things)
that could help with your challenge

Problem they face
Promise
Payoff (how will their
life be different)
Step 2: As a group,
share your ideas,
sparks

Present your ideas to get feedback
Name

Action 1

Payoff (how will their
life be different)
Name your innovation

Future: What is the future going to look like. Are
there any predictions that could add insights

Feedback

Use this feedback to build your best idea
Name
Problem

What resources do you have
now?

Build on your original ideas
Improved

Problem they face
Promise

Technology: What are some technology trend in
your industry, related industries or in general

Step 7. Extending ideas with feedback

List 3 actions you could take now with assets you have now

Date:

Write ideas inspired by your sparks
Original

Market: What are new and important trends in
your market

What is the gap ?

Created by:

Step 6. Individual brain writing

Search for sparks in 4 key areas. Try to
come with 3 in each area

What is the gap ?

Name your innovation

Step 8. Group Work 2: Mix and Match
The secret of building ideas is to mix and match stimulus. Related stimulus (your sparks and ideas) are a
good start. Now we’ll add some unrelated stimulus and work together as a group.
Instructions
Step 1
Step 2
Step 3

Fill in each box in the Stimulus Guide with Best Ideas and Best Sparks in the respective columns. (5 minutes)
Roll the dice 4 times to select the Type of unrelated stimulus, The unrelated stimulus, the idea and the spark.
Force associate to create ideas with the randomly selected
Repeat steps 2 and 3 until you have 10-15 ideas (25 minutes)
Choice 1: Select Column

Promise

Action 2

Who could you know?

Select Stimuli

Stim Guide

Use a die or simply choose a
number 1 to 6 to select stimuli
4 rolls or 4 choices:

Scamper

Substitute something

Action 3

Add proof to make sure it is possible

DESIGNED BY: FAST BRIDGE CONSULTING
www.fast-bridge.com
You are free to copy and redistribute the material in any medium or format for any purpose, even commercially. You must give appropriate credit, provide a link to the license, and indicate if
changes were made. You may do so in any reasonable manner, but not in any way that suggests the licensor endorses you or your use. Source: Fast Bridge Consulting www.fast-bridge.com

CYCLES

Proof - you
can do this

Unrelated Stimuli
1st
= column
2nd = row
3rd = best idea
4th = best spark

Choice 2:
Select Row

Shown = 3, 4, 5, 2

Mood

Combine it with something else

Happy

The stories of all-time

Adapt something to it / Modify or Magnify it

Angry

Drama

Action

Reverse or Rearrange it

Overcoming the Monster.

Bollywood

The Quest.

Famous Companies

Sad

Eliminate something

Rags to Riches.

Best
Spark

Trends

Best
Idea

Horror

Anxious

Western

Rebirth.

Apple

Amazon

Tragedy.

Ben&Jerrys

Volvo

Everyone's getting older

Nike

Instant information

Miniaturization

It’s a global economy

Experiences rule

You are free to copy and redistribute the material in any medium or format for any purpose, even commercially. You must give appropriate credit, provide a link to the license, and indicate if
changes were made. You may do so in any reasonable manner, but not in any way that suggests the licensor endorses you or your use. Source: Fast Bridge Consulting www.fast-bridge.com

Choice 4

Guilty

Voyage and Return.

Starbucks

Customers want personalization

DESIGNED BY: FAST BRIDGE CONSULTING
www.fast-bridge.com

www.thecyclesbook.com

Choice 3
Types of Movies

Comedy

Excited

Put it to some other use

Payoff

How much can you afford to
lose?

CYCLES

www.thecyclesbook.co
m

Step 3. What do you have?
What are the barriers to progress?

What resources do you have
now?
Who do you / could you
know?
How much can you afford to
lose?

How do you know if you have done this canvas right ?

CHECK LIST
Be exhaustive listing your barriers to progress.
Using the questions on the left as a prompt, think about how you could remove these barriers.
Research has shown the last question, “What can you afford to lose” is often the easiest way to make
{

tiny.cc/M-build-template
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Chapter 12B
Starting with What You Have: Effectuation and
the Power of Action

60

Minutes

Deliverables

Objectives

How to

3 actions steps you could take
now with what you have now

To move from thinking about taking
action to take action

Step 1: Write a list of assets (skills, people , and
things) that could help with your challenge.
Step 2: List 3 actions you could take now with
assets you have now
"

The Full Build Canvas
This Chapter
Add text

Add text

Build Canvas 1: Getting Started
Step 1. Familiarize yourself with the objectives and challenge

Add text

Created for:

Questions

You are aware that a
problem might exist
No

How have others solved similar
challenges ?

No

Terminate the problem
solving process

How will we know that we have
succeeded ?

No

No

Does a problem gap
exist?

Is the gap measurable?

Do you need to solve the
problem?

Is problem within your

Yes

Yes

Created by:

Yes

Why does the problem
need to solved?

Yes

Can you do something
about the problem?

Build Canvas 2: Gathering And Building Ideas Created for:

Start
1

What might happen if the
gap does not go away?
What missing element might
be causing the gap?

11

How might we dissolve the
gap? How might we break
the gap into smaller
challenges?

Step 5. Stimulus Mining

Rewrite the problem in 3 different ways

What is your problem ?
What is the gap?

How would progress be
measured?

Date:

Step 2. Rethink your problem

Do you have a problem to solve?

What do we know ?

What is the gap ?

12

customers. Their wishes, dream, desires. How
are they doing things now

Progress measured by?
Suggested Criteria: Clarity, Progress measurable, promotes new thinking

Choose the best problem

What is the gap ?

Add text

New

You got a problem

Step 3. What do you have?

Progress measured by?

Step 4. Using what you have to take action

What are the barriers to progress?

List assets (skills, people and things)
that could help with your challenge

Problem they face
Promise
Payoff (how will their
life be different)
Step 2: As a group,
share your ideas,
sparks

Present your ideas to get feedback
Name

Action 1

Name your innovation

Future: What is the future going to look like. Are
there any predictions that could add insights

Feedback

Use this feedback to build your best idea
Name
Problem

What resources do you have
now?

Build on your original ideas
Improved

Problem they face
Promise
Payoff (how will their
life be different)

Technology: What are some technology trend in
your industry, related industries or in general

Step 7. Extending ideas with feedback

List 3 actions you could take now with assets you have now

Date:

Write ideas inspired by your sparks
Original

Market: What are new and important trends in
your market

What is the gap ?
Progress measured by?

Created by:

Step 6. Individual brain writing

Search for sparks in 4 key areas. Try to
come with 3 in each area

What is the gap ?
Progress measured by?

Name your innovation

Step 8. Group Work 2: Mix and Match
The secret of building ideas is to mix and match stimulus. Related stimulus (your sparks and ideas) are a
good start. Now we’ll add some unrelated stimulus and work together as a group.
Instructions
Step 1
Step 2
Step 3

Fill in each box in the Stimulus Guide with Best Ideas and Best Sparks in the respective columns. (5 minutes)
Roll the dice 4 times to select the Type of unrelated stimulus, The unrelated stimulus, the idea and the spark.
Force associate to create ideas with the randomly selected
Repeat steps 2 and 3 until you have 10-15 ideas (25 minutes)
Choice 1: Select Column

Promise

Action 2

Who could you know?

Select Stimuli

Stim Guide

Use a die or simply choose a
number 1 to 6 to select stimuli
4 rolls or 4 choices:

Scamper

Substitute something

Action 3

Add proof to make sure it is possible
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CYCLES

Proof - you
can do this

Unrelated Stimuli
1st
= column
2nd = row
3rd = best idea
4th = best spark
Shown = 3, 4, 5, 2

Choice 2:
Select Row

Mood

Combine it with something else

Choice 3
Types of Movies

Happy

The stories of all-time

Adapt something to it / Modify or Magnify it

Comedy

Angry

Drama

Excited

Action

Reverse or Rearrange it

Overcoming the Monster.

Bollywood

The Quest.

Put it to some other use

Payoff

How much can you afford to
lose?

Famous Companies

Sad

Eliminate something

Rags to Riches.

Choice 4
Best
Idea

Anxious

Rebirth.

Apple

Tragedy.

Ben&Jerrys

Volvo

Everyone's getting older

Instant information

Miniaturization

It’s a global economy

Experiences rule
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Best
Spark

Horror

Western

Amazon

Nike
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Trends

Guilty

Voyage and Return.

Starbucks

Customers want personalization
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Step 4. Using what you have to take action
List assets (skills, people and things)
that could help with your challenge

List 3 actions you could take now with assets you have now
{

Action 1

Action 2

Action 3

How do you know if you have done this canvas right ?

CHECK LIST
again or ask a colleague to help.
Check if your actions required getting something new. If yes, rewrite with assets you have
now.
142 you move on, do at least one of the actions listed.
Before
{

tiny.cc/M-build-template

Next Up: If you’ve gone through this chapter and the previous

chapter, you’re ready to move to the next stage. You’ll learn how to
leverage stimulus, diversity, and work better in groups. Too often,
brainstorming is a painfully frustrating process that leads nowhere.
You’ll learn the keys to building better ideas fast.
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strategy, innovation and new work. In his keynote speeches, he inspires his
audience with his experience from working together with more than half of
the
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companies

and
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in
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60

projects
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than

20

industries.
For their research and consulting work, the Wirtschafts Woche named Lucas
Sauberschwarz and Venture Idea “Best of Consulting 2018” in the category
Innovation &Growth. In 2019, Sauberschwarz won the “Best of Consulting
2019”Award in the category “strategy”, followed by the nomination “Best
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Consultants in Germany2020” by BrandEins Magazine and the statistica
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research and advisory for strategic renewal in established companies. As
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current management challenges in strategy & innovation, such as
organizational ambidexterity, corporate venturing and innovative strategy
development. In his work, he builds on academic research and practical
experience to advise established companies in their strategy, innovation
and transformation challenges with proprietary management methods and
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for the future based on his research and his experience from working
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insights and practical guidance to innovate successfully with established
companies, and advocates for new work approaches.

BOOK CYCLES
Standing on the shoulders of giants…
Many of the leading methods- lean start up, scrum, agile
are built around the ideas of PDSA (Plan, do , study, act)

This book builds on these ideas, but thanks to the expertise
of 22 co-authors, goes one step further.

CYCLES doesn’t just tell you what to do, but shows you how
to do things step by step.
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LINK TO OUR CYCLES TOOLKIT
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HELP GROW LITTLE IDEAS INTO BIG IDEAS.
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